UNIT 6: Which Rubber Duck best represents how you are feeling at the START of today’s Group Chat?

Image Description: A grid of 9 photos each with a large, inflated rubber duck floating on a river.

Rubber Duck Image 1: The large inflatable rubber duck is floating upright in the water.
Rubber Duck Image 2: The large inflatable rubber duck is starting to sink but is still standing upright in the water.
Rubber Duck Image 3: The large inflatable rubber duck is caught on an object above the water, and it is starting to, very visibly, deflate.
Rubber Duck Image 4: The large inflatable rubber duck is deflating further as its head starts to cave in.
Rubber Duck Image 5: The large inflatable rubber duck is partially deflated, particularly on the left side, with half of its head caving in, causing its beak to droop to the side.
Rubber Duck Image 6: The large inflatable rubber duck is starting to tip forward; the tip of its beak hits the water.
Rubber Duck Image 7: The large inflatable rubber duck is sinking forward; its beak is almost entirely submerged in the water.
Rubber Duck Image 8: The large inflatable rubber duck’s face is completely submerged in the water. There are pedestrians surrounding the duck on the shore.
Rubber Duck Image 9: The large inflatable rubber duck is mostly submerged in the water, only leaving part of one wing and one eye above water.